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ABSTRACT

Sentiment Analysis is an automated mining of user generated opinionated text data such

as reviews,comments and feedback.Sentiment Analysis classify those text data into their

respective sentiments of positive , negative or neutral.Most of the researchers focused into

this domain using one of the three classifier like SVM,Naive Bayes, and Maximum Entropy.

In machine learning there are numbers of classifier model available.In this proposed

approach there will be more focus on Mathematical Analysis and Natural Language

Processing.The combinational difference between two subsets will provide the answer of

movie review being positive or negative.In case of Natural Language Processing three

algorithm has been used in this proposed model respectively Co_Occurrence matrix ,

Knowledge Graph Naive Bayes.To measure the combinational ratio of two subsets, Jaccard

Distance has been used.Jaccard Distance is a pretty common technique in Mathematical and

Big Data Analysis.In Feature Selection Jaccard Distance and Lexicon Based Approach has

been used into proposed model.Co_Occurrence Matrix has been used to extract the feature

selection.And to classify Knowledge Graph , Naive Bayes has been used.For determine the

accuracy of the model “k-fold cross validation” has been performed.Keeping the value of

k = 50.There are many researches on Naive Bayes Algorithm and Knowledge Graph

Algorithm.But none of the researchers focused on the importance of merging these two

techniques to perform Sentiment Analysis.This proposed model has shown how these two

techniques can be merged together as a classifier.The co_occurrence frequency of each pair

of words taken through Knowledge Graph. And occurrence frequency of each word is taken

through Co_Occurrence Matrix.Combining the both co_occurrence and occurrence

frequency have been taken to perform a probabilistic equation and traditional Naive Bayes

Algorithm to measure the ratio of a context.The context results in two types of ratio

positive and negative.If positive ratio is higher than the negative ratio the context will be

positive else negative.Proposed Approach provides very comprehensive results on standard

datasets.Out of two standard movie review data-sets, for one data-set proposed model

outperformed all the previous result with accuracy of 88.56% and for other standard movie

review data-set, it provides accuracy of91.82%.

Keywords—Co_Occurrence Matrix , jaccard Distance , Key Pair Graph ,

Knowledge Graph , Naive Bayes , Lexicon.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment can be defined as “A personal Positive or Negative feelings” [1], “Sentiment is a

usually formulated as two class classification problem, positive and negative” [2]. With the

rapid growth of the online discussion group, social network sites, and increased usage of the

micro blogging there is the increase in the number of people providing their opinion online and

labeling those sentiments can provide the great summaries to all those people who are looking

forward to some advice or help from the online opinions [3].Sentiment Analysis is a process of

mining on this user generated text content and determining the sentiment of users towards any

particular thing like person, product or event and sentiments can be Positive, Negative or may

be Neutral. Sentiment Analysis has become a very popular research area since 2000 [2]. After

the research work published by [3] and in 2002, it really provided the very good directions to

many of the researchers who are working in the domain of sentiment analysis. This domain is

also known as the Opinion mining as well.This would be the first time starting from the

internet era we are overwhelmed with a very huge volume of opinionated data over the social

media sites and many other blogs, websites and This would be the first time starting from the

internet era we volume of opinionated data over the social media sites and many other blogs,

websites and forums, and without this data lot of research would not have been even possible.

This led many of the researchers to focus on this area which is also having the huge potential

for applications in many different areas. Opinions are always important to everyone whether it

is individual,brands and services, governments or any other organization in the world, they

play a very vital role in decision making. Business organizations are always in hurry to know

that whether people like their products and services, what do people think about them, what

kind of things people really like and don't like about their organization, product, service which

may really help organizations to make decisions in a better way. Nowadays most of the people

do not buy things without making some product analysis over the internet, people check for

the product reviews and then make their decisions. Back in the time when organizations

needed the public or consumers opinions they used to conduct the surveys and opinion polls

which will require human resource and will be expensive as well as time consuming.
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1.1 Background

Sentiment Analysis is contextual mining of text which identifies and extracts subjective

information in source material, and helping a business to understand the social sentiment of their

brand, product or service while monitoring online conversations. However, analysis of social

media streams is usually restricted to just basic sentiment analysis and count based metrics. This

is akin to just scratching the surface and missing out on those high value insights that are waiting

to be discovered. So what should a brand do to capture that low hanging fruit? With the recent

advances in deep learning, the ability of algorithms to analyze text has improved considerably.

Creative use of advanced artificial intelligence techniques can be an effective tool fordoingin-

depth research. We believe it is important to classify incoming customer conversation about a brand
based on following lines:

1. Key aspects of a brand’s product and service that customers care about.

2. Users underling interactions and reactions concerning those aspects.

https://www.paralleldots.com/sentiment-analysis
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1.1.1 Algorithms of Sentiment Analysis

1. Naive Bayes Classifier[6] - Naive Bayes Algorithm use to evaluate probabilistic

equations through occurrence frequency of each independent words.It has one of the

fast computation time than the other machine learning technique.

2. Maximum Entropy Classifier[7] - Maximum Entropy also evaluates probabilistic

equations through entropy of the words or the entropy of combination sequence of words.

Unlike the Naive Bayes Classifier its not assume the independent of each other.

3. Decision Tree[8] - Decision Tree is quite common process inevery machine

learning computation.In Sentiment Analysis Decision Tree has vast impact.First of all it
measures the “Information Gain” against the targeted prediction.Than it maps a Tree

based approach to find out all the possible result recursively. Because of the fact its
searched for all possible answer its computation time becomes much slower than the other

machine learning algorithm.But related to the fact it looks for all possible solution in some
occasions it provides better accuracy than the other machine learning algorithms.

4. Support Vector Machine[9] - Support Vector Machine use for classification and

regression model.It uses the labeled data of training set.Basically it creates multiple class

in a two dimensional graph with the data points which creates from train set.With

Hyperplane it divides the classes.While testing it maps the test set from the graph and

provides the result.

5. Lexicon Based Approach[10] - Its a dictionary based approach.It takes words from

the test set and scores the positive and negative words.If in a sentence positive score is

higher than the negative then the sentence is positive else negative.There are many

techniques for scoring the words.
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1.1.2 Levels of Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis can mainly be carried out on any of the following two levels, known as

document level sentiment analysis and sentence level sentiment analysis.

Document Level: This focuses on classifying the whole document into its respective sentiments

of positive, negative or neutral. Movie reviews or product reviews generally fall into this category.

Most of the previous research in the sentiment analysis focused on document level only and many

of them worked on the movie reviews only. This paper focuses on sentiment analysis of movie

reviews which is nothing but the document classification, more information about the movie

review dataset and experiments are provided in section 4: Experiments and Result Analysis.

Sentence Level: Other approach is known as sentence level sentiment analysis in which only

sentences are going to be analyzed and then will be classified as positive and negative polarity of

a sentence. Sentence level sentiment analysis is being very popular nowadays because of the

popularity of micro-blogging sites such as twitter and many other, which deals with short

sentences which are limited to only 140 characters, and also influence many researchers to work

on this sort ofplatforms.

1.1.3 Technique of Sentiment Analysis

There are mainly two methods to carry out the sentiment analysis, first is known as Supervised

approach or Machine Learning based approach which make use of machine learning classification

techniques and other is known as Unsupervised or Lexicon based approach, which is also known

as dictionary based approach.

Supervised Learning: In supervised learning test data or unclassified data is going to be

classified based on the data available in the training dataset.Training dataset is the one which is

already labeled and uses the classifier algorithm to classify new data based on the labeled data or

training data. Number of classifier algorithms like Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes

and Maximum Entropy are mostly used classifier algorithm to carryout sentiment analysis. [3]

were the first one to use the concept of supervised learning classifier in the area of sentiment
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analysis, they worked with above mentioned three classifiers used the concept of Unigrams for

the feature selection and they found that Support vector Machine performs better compared to

other classifiers. Reason to use above mentioned three classifier is because they work greatly in

the area of text classification . More details on these approaches are discussed in Chapter 2-

Literature Review.

Unsupervised Learning: Lexicon based approach is also known as the dictionary based

approach or semantic based approach. This approach do not require separate training and testing

dataset but instead of that list of words or dictionary of words will be used to classify the text

data in form of sentence or document. Much of the research based on lexicon approach make use

of available lexical resources such as dictionary of positive and negative words which are going

to be used to classify the sentence or document. As if there are some positive words in the

sentence then it means that sentence represents positive polarity, and if there are negative words

then it represents negative polarity of a sentence or document. This concept was first started by [4].

More details on these approaches are discussed in Chapter 2- LiteratureReview.
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1.1.4 Previous Work on Sentiment Analysis of Movie Reviews

For previous model[11] accuracy are achieved for two dataset using random forest by manually

changing values of all three different hyperparameters. Both the dataset are evaluated on train and

test split by keeping the ratio of 80% for training and 20% for Testing.Dataset[12] V1.0 was first

converted into word vector of 10000 words with removing stopwords, after this Information Gain

was applied for feature reduction with threshold value of 0.002. This resulted in total of 2275

features. Random forest classifier with hyperparameters values for number of trees 900, number

of features at random 12, depth value was set to unlimited and that provided classification

accuracy of 87.85%. Dataset V2.0 was first converted into word vector of 10000 words with

removing stop words, after this Gain Ratio was applied for feature reduction with threshold value

of 0.00. This resulted in total of 1942 features. Random forest classifier with hyperparameters

values for number of trees 400, number of features at random 11, depth value was set to unlimited

and that provided classification accuracy of 91.00%. There number of different values of each

hyperparameter are tried for both the datasets and above mentioned values of hyperparameters are

the ones that provided good results. Though different values of hyperparameters are tried

manually for each iteration and based on the accuracy returned in that iteration hyperparameters

values will be updated for the next iteration. However we have mainly focused on two

hyperparameter that is number of trees and number of features. In which increase in number of

trees linearly increases accuracy up to certain values and after that there will not be any drastic

change in accuracy results.
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1.2 Motivation of the Research

Now a days astronomically immense dataset are available in gregarious network,e- commerce

site,product reviews etc. Its pretty easy now to perform a sentiment analysis and ascertain the

presage that can be positive or negative or equivalent. So , there are lot of ways to implement this

“Research Work” into the process of NLP[13].In this Era of globalization and internet , there is no

lack of “Specific Dataset for Sentiment Analysis” -which is the most fascinating part of the

proposed research.Many researchers had done lot of researches to gain more precision as much as

possible on Sentiment Analysis. So researching on “Dataset Analysis” has kick commenced an

acute competition that how long our proposed model can go compared to other research[11]

results towards hundred percent perfection.To achieve such perfection we have been utilizing a

concrete Dataset that’s been antecedently utilized by otherresearchers.

1.3 Problem Statement

This paper focuses on experimental evaluation on two standard Movie Review datasets. Dataset is

available at [12], which is usually conceded as the gold standard data set for the researchers

working in the domain of the Sentiment Analysis. First Dataset is known as Movie Review

Dataset V1.0 which consist of 1400 movie review out of which 700 reviews are positive and 700

reviews are negative. Second dataset consist of total 2000 Movie reviews and 1000 of which are

positive and 1000 of which are negative. The main reason for using this data set is that, they are

already classified in to the two classes which are Positive and Negative, so all the reviews which

are positive by their contextual sentiments they are kept in to the positive directory and the one

that are negative by their contextual sentiment are kept in the negative directory. All those reviews

are in the text file format. Lots of researchers has done work on this dataset and gained promising

accuracy , the target is build a proposed approach that can also provide a approximate result like

other research.
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1.4 Research Questions

3. Question 1: Make a propose model that can decide whether themovie
review is positive or negative?

4. Question 2: Merge multiple machine learning algorithmto
get accurate probabilistic result.

5. Question 3: Make a comparable ratio between two sentences.

1.5 Research Objectives

This research is based on Natural Language Processing[13] , this proposed model will gain more
accurate result than other NLP[13] based model on this specific dataset.

Make a suitable technique for using two different types of features selection such as Jaccard

Distance and Subset of Words Showing how to Marge this two feature and normalize a huge

textual dataset.

Develop a technique that can handle Naive Bayes and Knowledge Graph Algorithm in the same

time in reasonable time complexity.

1.6 Research Scope

Sentiment Analysis become quite common now a days.Lot of dataset are available to perform

sentiment analysis.It can be use for depression analysis by using social networks dataset , it can

use to predict the effectiveness of a product from product reviews and also can use to medical

issues to find out the cause and treatment of a mental health diseases and more.
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1.7 Thesis Organization

This paper includes five sections: Introduction, Literature Review, Research Methodology, Result

and Discussion, and Conclusions. Introduction section discuss about the research background,

research objective, problem statement, research question and research scope.Literature review

section discuss about the related work of this research and research gap. Research methodology

section, shown a proposed model for the research and discuss about the research methodology.

Result and Discussion section, shown the result of the methodology with discussion. Finally,

Conclusion section, discuss the final output of the result and future recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

To understand Sentiment Analysis properly , its quite important to learn what is sentiment

analysis and how it works.It possible to gather knowledge about Sentiment Analysis and some

important techniques to implement Sentiment Analysis [14].To perform Textual Analysis

(Zhang)[22] , Sentiment Analysis is commonly used.Sentiment Analysis is a process which

calculates the sentence polarity and subjectivity. In the process of Sentiment Analysis many

Machine Learning Algorithm might be used (Md.Rafiqul Islam et al)[8].Sentiment Analysis has

lot of scope in real life[23,24,25].In the present era users put review for products,foods,opinion

etc.There are many possible ways to use this data.A research done by (Md.Rafiqul Islam et al)[8]

has shown how to predict user has depression or not with twitters data-set using Sentiment

Analysis.The problem and cure of a patient with mental issue has been figured out , just taking

only an interview of the patient by using Knowledge Graph Algorithm (Morihito Takita et al)

[15].Knowledge Graph is a model of Sentiment Analysis.Movie Review can also be defined as

“Product Review”.Many researches researched on Sentiment Analysis[14] using the Movie

Review data set to find out whether the review is positive or negative.

Because of the fact this proposed method is based on NLP[13]. Its also important to gain

knowledge about NLP[13] for ensure to maintain proper structure that follows the

NLP(Chowdhury,G.G)[26] methods.Statistical Processing of NLP has the technique to pre-

process the data quite perfectly.”Statistical Processing of NLP” goes through two phases during

pre-processing. These are : Data Preprocessing and Parameterization.

Data Preprocessing is a way to collect Key Words from a large context.It has three steps

Elimination of Tags , Standardization , Stemming and Lemmatization . Usually lot of special

characters are used in real life communication , all of these special characters are not important

for Analysis so most of the characters get removed except keywords in the step of Elimination of

Tags.After removing the tags the data get Standardized by considering its context.Contextcanbe
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different in every issue.Basically in textual analysis the text gets splitted by each word.Sometime

the words get Standardized against its co_occurrence , occurrence , length , polarity ratio ,

subjective ratio etc. After completion of Standardization , Stemming and Lemmatization process

starts.In Stemming phase , the Bese Words get memoized.For example: word: “Comput” has

four different “{er,es,e,ing}” forms.The word or the token reduced into most common form and

pushed into the memoization.Its not important to get a dictionary based word it can be out of

dictionary as well.In this case word “comput” will get memoized.The most attractive part of NLP

is that it can be used to analyze all languages not only one or two languages.In Lemmatization

stage the words those has the dictionary form after getting removed the derivatives and svaed into

Lexicon which is created from train data-set.

Test data-set remains as raw data-set.As a result it needs to be processed again.Yet the pre-

processing of test data set can be performed using the Lexicon which was created in Stemming

and Lemmatization phase.This process is known as Parameterization.

Proposed method pre-process the data on the basis of Lexicons (E.Riloff et al) [10] and Subset of

words. There are several works that can show how Lexicon[25] can be implemented and can give

a precise result to ensure accuracy.Lexicon is a dictionary that creates from classifier.It takes each

word from classifier and store as a Noun , Verb , Adjective , Adverb etc.This process can also be

said as “Bag of Words Classifier[27]”.While creating the Lexicon the Stop Word from sentence

get removed. For Example : “The Movie Was Great ! ” in this sentence stop words are {The ,

Move} . Reason for saying these words as “Stop Words” because these don’t take a huge part

while analyzing a data.After removing the unnecessary words from a sentence , remaining words

are stored into a Bag of Words Classifier or in a Lexicon.The context get decided as a positive ,

negative or neutral context against the subjectivity ratio and the polarity ratio from a word . This

approach does not give an expected accuracy but this is one of the ways that the result can be

decided.In case of Feature Selection and other Algorithms such as (Naive Bayes[25], Knowledge

Graph[15], Word2vec[16] etc) creation of Lexicon or “Bag of Words[27]” are quite common.
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Jaccard Similarity (Ivchenko, G. I., & Honov, S. A)[29] is basically used to measure the

similarity between two sets and Jaccard Distance (Shameem, M.-U.-S., & Ferdous, R)[28] is used

to measure the dissimilarity between two sets.Both the techniques use a set-based formula in

mathematics to find out the combination ratio between two strings or two contexts. Jaccard

similarity and Jaccard Distance compare the members of two sets to see which members are

shared and which distinct.These measure the two set data between the ratio of 0 to 1. The steps of

measuring the Jaccard similarity between two sets or contexts are, 1) Calculating the Union ratio

between two sets 2) Calculating the Intersection ratio between two sets 3) Dividing the ratio(2) by

ratio(1). And then to measure Jaccard Distance[28] Ratio, Jaccard Similarity[29] should be

subtracted from One (1). In the case of Jaccard Similarity the higher the ratio the more similarity

contains the compared set.

Co_Occurrence matrix (Gotlieb) [18] is such matrix which takes words or tokens as a row and

column.This process can be called as text vectorization(Liu, S., Fan, X., & Chai, J.)[30,31].Every

dimension of a matrix indicates the sentence.By comparing the dimension of a matrix sentence

subjectivity can be measure.But just looking at the occurrences from each indices from the

matrix will not provide a good result.Cause it will break the order sequence from a sentence.So

for this reason “n gram” solution has come.n = 1 means token , n = 2 means token pairs.Its also

possible to compare the pair of words by watching pair frequency of both words from the matrix

and then measure the subjective ratio from a sentence. “n-gram[32]” solution will provide a good

accuracy for Textual Analysis.”n-gram[32]” is a very common technique in NLP.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This approach is focused on Natural Language Processing[13] and some mathematical concept.

Especially on sets, combinations and probability. The probabilistic approach in this methodology is

taken from the Naive Bayes Algorithm[6].Naive Bayes Classifier uses far less computing power

compared to other methods and often is a baseline method for many models. A Naive Bayes

Classifier is a probabilistic machine learning model that is used for the classification task.

Figure 3.1: Proposed model for Sentiment Analysis of
Movie Reviews
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After pre-processing the datasets the Co_Occurrence matrix[18] has been created. Using Jaccard
Distance[17] most probable subsets has been selected and those subsets have also been pushed into
the Co_Occurrence matrix[18]. After getting the final Co_occurrence Matrix[20] the Key Pair
Graph has been analyzed. The idea of a Key Pair Graph has come from Knowledge Graph[21]. In
many occasion of NLP[13], Knowledge Graph[15] is generating many important decisions.

The Co_Occurrence Matrix has created with a set of words. These words have pre-processed with

Lexicon based approach more described in section (3.3). The words are kept as row and column in

Co_Occurrence Matrix. Each row and column has a specific occurrence frequency. And the

indices of each row and column is the frequency of both pair of words.Co_Occurrence Matrix used

to extract the feature. With these frequencies, two classifier algorithm has been performed Naive

Bayes And Knowledge Graph. From Knowledge Graph in each iteration, the total count of

co_occurred pair has figured out from test classifier more described in section (3.6). Because of the

fact, this Knowledge Graph is taking action with each co_occurred pair of word so it named a Key

Pair Graph Analysis. With the occurrence frequency of each row and column, Naive Bayes

Classifier has performed.

Formula of Naive Bayes for measuring positive and negative ratio from test set -

For Positive Occurrence Ratio from Positive Co_Occurrence Matrix:

1. P _ NBR  PCF[row]/(PCF[row]NCF[row])

2. P _ NBC  PCF[col]/(PCF[col] NCF[col])

For Negative Occurrence Ratio from Negative Co_Occurrence Matrix:

1. N _ NBR  NCF[row]/(PCF[row] NCF[row])

2. N _ NBC  NCF[col]/(PCF[col]  NCF[col])

3.

Where P _ NBR  Positive Naive BayesRow , P _ NBC = Positive Naive Bayes Column ,

PCF[row]  Positive Occurrence Frequency of Row , PCF[col]  Positive Occurrence Frequency

ofColumn , NCF[row]  Negative Occurrence Frequency ofRow , NCF[col]  Negative

Occurrence Frequency of Column,

Naive Bayes Column.

N _ NBR  Negative Naive Bayes Row , N _ NBC  Negative
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Actually, from the test set, two types of Co_Occurrence matrix has generated Negative

Co_Occurrence Matrix and Positive Co_Occurrence Matrix. Positive Co_Occurrence Matrix is

providing positive ratio and Negative Co_Occurrence Matrix is providing Negative ratio. In

Traditional Co_Occurrence Matrix, it compares the dimension of the matrix against the test set and

provides the subjectivity or the polarity ratio of the test set. But in the proposed model rather

comparing the dimension it's comparing the ratio between the matrix column and matrix row

against the test set with the help of Naive Bayes and Knowledge Graph Classifier. Above

described formula performs the probabilistic equations of traditional Naive Bayes Algorithm from

both positive and negative Co_Occurrence matrix and also provides positive and negative ratio.

Bellow mentioned formulas show how these two algorithms can be merged with probabilistic

mathematics.

Positive Ratio Measuring

1. PPR  PCF[row][col]/PCF[row]

2. PPC  PCF[row][col]/ PCF[col]

3. Pair  PCF[row][col]

4. PP  (((PPR  PPC) / 2Pair)  (P _NBR*P_NBC))

5. PTP PTP  i

6. PR  PP*(PTP /Total _ Positive _Words)

[Adding Naive Bayes Ratio]

Negative Ratio Measuring

1. NPR  NCF[row][col]/NCF[row]

2. NPC  NCF[row][col]/ NCF[col]

3. Pair  NCF[row][col]

4. NP (((NPR  NPC) / 2 Pair) (N _ NBR*N _NBC))

5. NTP NTP  i

6. NR  NP*(NTP /Total _ Neagtive _Words)

[Adding Naive Bayes Ratio]
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Where PPR  Positive ProbableRow , PPC  Positive ProbableColumn , PCF[row][col] =

Positive Occurrence Frequency from the index of Row and and Column.

PP  Positive Probability of Pair, PTP  Positive Total Pair , PR  Positive Ratio.

NPR  Negative Probable Row , NPC  Negative Probable Column , NCF[row][col] = Negative

Occurrence Frequency from the index of Row and and Column.

NP  Negative Probability of Pair, NTP  Negative Total Pair , NR  Negative Ratio.

After Adding the Naive Bayes Ratio with total summation of connected pairs frequencies

probabilistic ratio two type ratio has measured from test set , Positive Ratio and Negative Ratio.If

Positive Ratio is higher than the Negative Ratio than the test set is positive else negative.

In proposed model “k fold cross validation” has been used.where k value set to 50.Described in

chapter (4).
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1.

2.

3.

4.

String[] words = Document[i].Splits(“ ”);

if (words[i]) is adjective ,noun ,verb or adverb

elseif (words[i]_occurrence  (30 / 560)*Document.Length)

PrePr ocessDocumnet[i].Add(words[i])

3.2 Data Collection

Datasets is collected from imdb movie reviews[12]. More importantly lots of researcher has

worked on this datasets. Most helpful thing on this datasets is that , the positive and negative

datasets is already defined. So that it will be more easier to train the data and test the data. There

are two versions of datasets. Each review contains in a single document.Version one contains

700 positive documents and 700 negative documents.Version two contains 1000 positive

documents and 1000 negative documents.

3.3 Data Preprocessing

First of all from the the train dataset ,each reviews were minimized to a small pieces of sentence.

Only the noun , verb , adverb , adjective and higher occurred words has been taken from each

reviews. So that each review became a set of words or set of tokens. With these tokenizer a lexicon

created from classifier (fig 3.3). On the first view of analysis it seemed only the noun , adjective ,

verb , adverb wasn’t enough to decide the proper result. From version one dataset first 560 reviews

were trained and last 140 reviews were tested as sample case. From that sample test case it

assumes that word length more than five and occurred more than 30 times in Train Dataset can be

added to the set of tokens , so that the result can be more promising.So for the other train dataset

occurrence of words depends on word_length > 5 and the ratio of 30/560. For Example : if the

sample traindataset had 800 train reviews than word appear ratio would be “(30/560)*800 &

word_length > 5”.Algorithm for creating each review as set of token mentioned bellow :-
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Figure 3.2: After PreProcessing Train Dataset
Each Review Created as set of tokens

“Each space separated word a pieces tokens”

While selecting the tokens from the train documents , all the tokens where memorized with a

unique id storing to the HashMap Data Structure. While preprocessing the test documents the

token were selected from the HashMap which was created while processing the train dataset.
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3.3.1 Creating Lexicons

Lexicon set were created of words from pre processed classifier ,with these set of Lexicons both

the co_occurrence matrix[18] generated positive and Negative.More importantly with these

Lexicon set , test data has pre processed so , there had no chance to get new tokens from test

classifier. showed in fig(3.3). The words occurred more than the ratio of “30/560” and words

those are from adjective,noun,verb and adverb were added to the Lexicon list.Lexicon is nothing

but a dictionary that has been created from test set.These Lexicon set used as a feature selection

in this proposed model.By creating the Co_Occurrence matrix feature selection has

extracted.Rather taking words from the traditional dictionary creating a manual dictionary from

train set will make computation time more faster while searching the words.Its obvious that the

words needs to get searched for the test set.Lexicon Set has been created from A to Z but in the

diagram fig(3.3) only A and B sets has shown.
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Figure 3.3: Lexicon Set starts with A and B from
Classifier.( Each word is space spectated)
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3.4 Co_Occurence of Matrix

Each Specific document from train dataset were created as a set of Lexicons or subset of words.

Two different co_occurrence matrix[18] were created Fig(3.8.1.1,3.8.1.2) from train

dataset.Positive co_occurrence matrix[18]and negative co_occurrence matrix[18].From

Fig(3.8.1.1,3.8.1.2) Both space separated word is row and column And indices are co_occurrence

of both words. All the Tokens were stored in the Lexicon in training stage.The row and columns

of the matrix is the tokens.Total occurrence of each tokens also kept on track for the Key Pair

Graph analysis.The indices of the matrix is count of the total pair of both tokens , it means that

how many times both tokens occurred as a pairs.In Fig(3.8.1.1,3.8.1.2) white value indicates

both tokens arrived number as a pair.Tokens are in column and row and their total occurrence

inside of closing bracket. Black values are initial to zero because those row and column didn’t

made any pair in test set.

3.5 Jaccard Distance

Jaccard Distance[17] is a mathematical form that used to find out the distance between to sets.

Formula of Jaccard Distance:

if A,B is a Set than “J(A,B)= (( A B) - ( A B)) /( A B) ”.

For Example:

if set A={1,2,3,4} and set B = {3,4,5,6}

A B ={1,2,3,4,5,6} = 6

A B ={3,4}=2

(A B)-(A B) =6-2=4

J(A,B)=4/6=0.66, Distance between two set is 0.66.

While pre processing the document (Fig 3.2) each train documents were created on the basis of
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set of tokens. And all the test documents also created in same fashion. So its quite possible to

perform jaccard distance[17] approach.Previously mentioned 80% dataset used for training and

20% dataset used for testing. In the testing stage each and every documents which belongs to

20% test data were compared with 80% train data though Jaccard Distance[17]

(Algorithm2).Each test document will contain a specific value against each train document. This
values are the distance between both set of tokens. All of this distance values where stored into

TreeSet Data Structure , so that the distance values can store in acceding order.

Fig 3.5.1: Performing Jaccard Distance Formula
With First Test Index with Train Data-Set
First Five Jaccard Ratio is Provided

From Fig(3.5.1) its seems that first test document average jaccard positive distance ratio is 0.89
and average negative distance ratio is 0.88. So the test index document “Index 0” has a less
possibility to beingpositive.

T Positive = J (Pre_Processed _TestData[i] , Pre_Processed_ DocumentPositive[])

T Negative = J(Pre_Processed_TestData[i] , Pre_Processed_DocumentNegative[])
Where T=TreeSet;

Formula 3.5.1: Formula of Getting Jaccard Distance Ratio
From Classifier

Each Test Document will compare though Jaccard Distance with Each Positive Test Document
and Negative Test Document.After calculating average of first 100 values from both TreeSet , if

the differences between two average point is equal or grater than 0.005 than the particular test

document also has been pushed to the co_occurrence matrix[18] (Fig 3.8.1.1 , 3.8.1.2). The
Algorithm is described on Appendix A.Analyzing the sample test case , it clarifies that keeping
the difference ratio to 0.005 gives the most significant probable positive and negative subset from
the test dataset.
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3.6 Key Graph Analysis

Key pair graph analysis , this idea has generated from knowledge graph algorithm[15].From the

co_occurrence matrix[18] (Fig 3.6.1,3.6.2) the occurrence of each token was taken to calculate

Naive Bayes Algorithm[6]. And the pair amount “ CM [i][ j]; Co_Occurrence Matrix of ith Row

and jth Column” of both tokens were taken to calculate probabilistic math.Merging both Naive

Bayes[6] and probabilistic math the final result has been generated.From (Algorithm3,4) If
Positive_Ratio[i] > Negative_Ratio[i] than Document[i] will grant as positive ,else negative.In

(Fig 3.6.1) clarifies that on behalf of first 50 tokens and minimum pair connection is 3 If

{‘Instead’,’she’,’see’,’stop’,’year’,’picture’} these words or tokens in a sentence has

concurrent pair connection with each other than the sentence has high chance to being positive
against this classifier.

Fig 3.6.1: Positive KeyGraph Of First 50 Tokens Generated from Positive

Co_Occurrence Matrix
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In (Fig 3.6.2) also clarifies that on behalf of first 50 tokens and minimum pair connection is 3 if

{‘she’,’see’,’violent’,’bed’} these words or tokens in a sentence has concurrent pair connection
with each other than the sentence has high chance to being negative against this classifier.

Fig 3.6.2: Negative KeyGraph Of First 50 Tokens Generated from Negative

Co_Occurrence Matrix
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3.7 Experiment With Feature And Approach

Previously described , there were two standard movie review dataset[12]. Version 1 Dataset
contains 1400 movie review from there 700 data is positive and 700 data is negative. Version 2
Contains 2000 movie reviews from there 1000 data is positive and 1000 negative.Previously
mentioned approaches from proposed model few used for feature selection and few used for
classifications.

Table 3.7.1 : Experiment Table

DataSet Version Approach Feature Selections Accuracy

1 Knowledge
Graph,Naive Bayes

Jaccard
Distance,Lexicons

88.56%

2 Knowledge
Graph,Naive Bayes

Jaccard
Distance,Lexicons

91.82%

3.7.1 Comparison With Previous Models

Comparison of Data-Set V1
Serial No Author Approach Feature Selection Accuracy

%

1 Pang and Lee[3] Naive bayes
SVM, Maximum

Entropy

Unigram,
Bigram

82.90%

2
Mullen and
Collier[9]

Support Vector
Mechine

Unigramsyntatic
relations 86%

3
E. Riloff et
al[10]

Lexicon Based
Approach Unigram Biagram 82.70%

4 Xue Bai[17]

Two Stage
Markov Blanket
Classifier

All words and their
Subset 87.52%

5
Hitesh Parmar

andGloryShah[11] Random Forest Unigrams 87.85%

6
Proposed
Model Knowledge

Graph,Naive Bayes
Jaccard
Distance,Lexi
cons

88.56%
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Sr
No

Author Approach Feature Selection Accuracy
%

1 Pang and Lee[33]
Naive Bayes
SVM

Graph Based
Approach 87.20%

2
Kennedy &
Inkpen[34] SVM Unigrams,Bigrams 85.90%

3 Ruj Xia[36]

Naive
Bayes,SVM,

MaximumEntropy
Unigram , Bigrams

Dependency Grammar 86.40%

4 Zhu Jian[35] Back Propagation Unigram 86.00%

5
Agarwal and
Mital[37] SVM

Unigram+Rough Set
Theory 87.60%

6 Prabowo et.al.[38] ID3 , SVM
Document
Frequency 89.00%

7
Sharma and

Dey[39] NB,SVM,ME,DT Unigrams 90.90%

8 Konig and Brill[40] Hybrid Approach N-grams 91.00%

9 Xue Bai[17]

Two Stage
Markov Blanket
Classifier

All words and
subset of words 92.00%

10
Hitesh Parmar

and Glory Shah[11] Random Forest Unigrams 91.00%

11
A.Abbasi et.al.[5] SVM

Hybrid Feature
Selection of
Information Gain +
Genetic Algorithm

95.55%

12 Proposed Model Knowledge
Graph,Naive Bayes

Jaccard
Distance,Lexicons

91.82%

Comparison of Data-Set V2

The Comparison chart is taken from [11]

3.8 Visualization

Two visualization has been shown.Knowledge Graph and Co_Occurrence matrix. The visualization was
created using JavaScript , Java and Json files. The visualization API was taken from[20,21].This tools has
the ability to visualize large amount of object and the object can change its view by every input.
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3.8.1 Co_Occurrence matrix

From Figure (3.8.1.1) First 10 words are visualized from positive co_occurrence matrix.In Figure (3.8.1.1)
Each words taken as row and column from pre processed positive dataset.The indices value of words[i]
and words[ j] is co_occurrence of both words.

Fig 3.8.1.1 : Sample View of positive co_occurrence Matrix
With First 10 Tokens.

From Figure (3.8.1.2) First 10 words are visualized from negative co_occurrence matrix.In Figure
(3.8.1.2) Each words taken as row and column from pre processed negative dataset.The indices value of
words[i] and words[ j] is co_occurrence of both words.

Fig 3.8.1.2 : Sample View of negative co_occurrence Matrix
With First 10 Tokens.
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3.8.2 Key Graph Analysis

From positive co_occurrence matrix a knowledge graph Figure (3.8.2.1) has created to visualize the density of
words pair.The density area of words from Figure (3.8.2.1) indicates that these words has higher chance to being
positive.

Fig 3.8.2.1 : Positive Knowledge Graph

From negative co_occurrence matrix a knowledge graph Figure (3.8.2.2) has created to visualize the density of
words pair.The density area of words from Figure (3.8.2.2) indicates that these words has higher chance to being
negative.

Fig 3.8.2.2: Negative Knowledge Graph
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The Pair Connection “CM[i][j]” of words or tokens have been set to while visualizing minimum 5

otherwise there will be no connection between two words.The approach of Key Graph Analysis

described in section (3.6). The subset of words those in are density of connected area are has the high

chance to being positive or negative from Fig(3.8.2.1 , 3.8.2.2).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Result is based on the accuracy , that a proposed model can decide the true positive

and true negative result from Test Classifier.Lot of Researcher worked before on the

same dataset and they have gain much comprehensive result.There are two standd movie

review dataset[12] , from this dataset 80% data was trained and 20% data were

tested.Fifty different set of train and test data were created by manipulating 80% train and

20% test data. From the average of all fifty set decide to a finalresult.

4.1 Version One Dataset Accuracy

Version One DataSet has 700 positive movie review and
700 negative movie review.

4.1.1 Positive Movie Review Accuracy

From the standard movie review version one , there were 700 positive movie review data.After
Training the version one dataset (80% positive and negative) , the test of 50 k fold cross
validation accuracy of positive set / True Positive Accuracy is givenbelow,

Figure 4.1: Fifty Different Accuracy from Version One Positive Review

Positive Average Accuracy From Data Set Version One = 89.21428571428571
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4.1.2 Negative Movie Review Accuracy

From the standard movie review version one , there were 700 negative movie review data.After Training the
version one dataset (80% positive and negative) , the test of 50 k fold cross validation accuracy of negative
set / True Negative Accuracy is given below,

Figure 4.2: Fifty Different Accuracy from Version One Negative Review

Negative Average Accuracy From Data Set Version One = 87.9

Total Average Accuracy = (True_Positive+True_Negative)/2

Total Average Accuracy= (89.21428571428571+87.9)/2  88.56

4.2 Version Two Dataset Accuracy

Version Two has 1000 positive review and 1000 negative review.

4.2.1 Positive Movie Review Accuracy

From the standard movie review version two , there were 1000 positive movie review data.After Training the
version two dataset (80% positive and negative) , the test of 50 k fold cross validation accuracy of positive
set / True Positive Accuracy is given below,

Figure 4.2: Fifty Different Accuracy from Version Two Positive Review
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Positive Average Accuracy From Data Set Version Two = 91.79

4.2.2 Negative Movie Review Accuracy

From the standard movie review version two , there were 1000 negative movie review data.After Training
the version two dataset (80% positive and negative) , the test of 50 k fold cross validation accuracy of
negative set / True Negative Accuracy is given below,

Figure 4.4: Fifty Different Accuracy from Version Two Negative Review

Negative Average Accuracy From Data Set Version Two = 91.85

Total Average Accuracy = (True_Positive+True_Negative)/2

Total Average Accuracy = (91.79+91.85)/2 91.82
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

This paper focused on knowledge graph algorithm[15] and the subset of words. With these
subset of words two co_occurrence matrix[18] was created to perform probabilistic math to find

out the result. Its a process that refers to natural language processing[13]. Co_occurrence
matrix[18] is very common in NLP[13]. Word embedding[19] , Word2Vec[16] algorithm also
focuses on co_occurrence matrix[18].On the other hand jaccard distance[17] use for find out the

combinational similarity of sets. Because of the fact the subset of words contained so much
common words between to sets so that’s why jaccard distance used for find out the dissimilarity
between to sets.

5.2 Recommendation for Future Works

Previously Mentioned in Data Pre Processing the occurrence ratio of words kept“30/560”

just analyzing a single sample test case. After watching first hundred iteration

“value[i]/N ; where N=Total_Test_DataSet” this ratio was decided.

This ratio can be change by every different subset to get more promising result. More importantly

for each different dataset this ratio needs to get changed. So in future their will be a process so that

propose model can change the ratio by its own.Also in same fashion previously mentioned in

jaccard distance the difference ratio of two set kept 0.005 after analyzing the sample test case by

watching different iteration.
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Appendix A

Algorithm 1 : Train And Test DataSet
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Algorithm 2: Jaccard Distance
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Algorithm 3: Calculating Positive Key Pair Ratio
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Algorithm 4: Calculating Negative Key Pair Ratio
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